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Ge(Li)YRaY Detector
A coaxial type semi-
conductor detector made 
from a 1(thiumdrifted 
Germanium single crystal, 
Idedly suitada for pre-
cision analysis of y ray spe• 
ctrum for its superb energy 
resolution. 
• Enargy Resolution: 
  1.9•-1.8 keV 
• Ambient fed108CtiVity 
  manitodng. 
• Radiochemistry analy-
 b13. 
• 1• ray measurements in 
  nuclear medicine. 
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Semi-conductor detstar 
units having surface barrier 
type silicone (semiconduct-
or) as elements idealty suit-
ahle for the measurements 
of alpha particles, fission 
fragments or heavy ions. 
Their measurable nergy
ranges are, approx. 9.5 MeV 
with an effective thickness 
d 8qu for dpha pardelm 
and approx. 15 MaV with 
120W, having resolutions 
ranging from 30keV to 
90 keV.
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measured by Ga /Lil gamma ray detector. 
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  This is a sem{conductor 
  radiation detecror made 
  from lithium-drifned silicone 
  single crystal, end because 
  of Its highest grade resolu-
  tion expectablefrom en 
  energy dispersionX raY 
  detector, a simultaneous 
  measurements of multiple 
  elements is possible. It has 
  a wide range of appiieaNane 
  weh as element analysis of
  pollutants like wapending 
xe dust In atmosphere, X ray 
.1 micro-analysis or X ray dif-
  frection. 
• Nal(TI)Scitttillatora for
Radiation IlAeasurertfent
Theca are the radiation de• 
teMae resorting to the 
phenomenon of a trens-
parent afnple crystal to 
ix9nNllate by the Incident 
radiation. They ere used for 
e general counting of gamma 
rays ar soft X rays or for 
scintillation spectrometer. 
For meeting different applh 
eatiore, they are made to a 
varlary of types wch m eland 
era type, well type, soft X 
ray type, union type, dlffer• 
entiel type, side•hole type or 
sdnticerlare type.
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